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Abstract
For a realistic assessment of the consequence of extremely unlikely reactor accidents resulting in core degradation or core
meltdown key questions are how to remove the decay heat from the
reactor system and how to retain the radioactive core debris
within the containment. Usually, this complex of questions is
referred to as Post-Accident Heat Removal (PAHR). In this article
the research work on PAHR performed by various institutions during the last decade has been reviewed.
The main results have been summarized under the chapter headings
"Accident Scenarios," - "Core Debris Accommodation Concepts," and
"PAHR Topics. 11 Particular emphasis has been placed on the presentation of the following problems: characteristics and Coolability
of solid core debris in the reactor vessel, heat removal from
molten pools of core material, and core-melt interaction with
structural materials.
Some unresolved or insufficiently answered questions relating to
Special "PAHR Topics" have been mentioned or discussed at the end
of the particular Chapter. Problem areas of major uncertainty
have been identified and listed at the end of the review article.
They include the following subjects: formation of debris beds and
bed characteristics, post dryout behaviour of particle beds,
long-term availability and proper location of heat sinks, creep
rupture of structures under high thermal loads.

Eine Übersicht zu Forschungsergebnissen auf dem Gebiet der
Nachwärmeabfuhr nach schweren, hypothetischen Unfällen

Zusammenfassung:
Bei einer realistischen Abschätzung der Folgen schwerer aber sehr
unwahrscheinlicher Reaktorunfälle mit Kernzerstörung oder Kernniederschmelzen bilden die beiden folgenden Themenkreise Schlüsselprobleme: a) Abfuhr der Nachzerfallswärme aus dem Reaktorsystem: b) sichere Verwahrung des radioaktiven Kernschutts innerhalb
des Reaktorcontainments. Üblicherweise werden beide Themen unter
der Überschrift 11 Nachzerfallswärmeabfuhr nach Unfällen (Post~
Accident Heat Removal, PAHR)" zusammengefaßt. Im vorliegenden Artikel wird versucht, die Forschungsergebnisse der vergangenen
zehn Jahre zu diesem' Themenkreis in einer Übersicht darzustellen.

Die wesentlichen Resultate sind in den Kapiteln mit den Überschriften "Unfallabläufe", "Konzepte zur Rückhaltung von Kernschutt" und "PAHR"-Themen eingeordnet. Besonders ausführlich werden die PAHR-Probleme, Struktur und Kühlbarkeit von Partikelbetten,
Wärmeabfuhr aus einer Kernschmelze und Wechselwirkung der Kernschmelze mit den Reaktorstrukturen abgehandelt.

Ungelöste oder unzureichend gelöste Einzelfragen zu den jeweiligen Themen sind am Schluß der jeweiligen Unterkapitel erwähnt
oder diskutiert. Problemkreise, die mit größeren Unsicherheiten
behaftet sind, wurden identifiziert und sind am Schluß der Übersicht aufgeführt. Es handelt sich hier im wesentlichen um die
Fragen: Entstehung, Konfiguration und Struktur von Kernschuttablagerungen; Wärmeübertragung nach dem Austrocknen des Kernschutts; Langzeitverfügbarkeit der Wärmesenken; Kriechversagen
von Reaktorstrukturen unter großen thermischen Belastungen.
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1. Introduction

The safety of nuclear power plants is assured today by an overlapping set of rigid guide-lines, regulations and other measures.
The primary goal of reactor safety strategies is accident prevention by reliable design and construction as well as reliable operation and maintenance of the plant. The potential threat by the
radioactive inventory of the plant demands moreover a control of
accidents including the limitation of the darnage and limitation of
release of radioactivity.

In order to prevent darnage propagation with the ultimate consequence
of uncontrolled release of radioactive material from a failing reactor
Containment to the environment, a balanced removal of the decay heat
in the long time span following reactor accidents is a standard
requirement for nuclear power plants.

For the class of design based accidents, heat removal is warranted
by the emergency core cooling system implemented in the reactor
design. The requirements for this system are regulated by licensing rules.

In this article mainly .e_ost-2_ccident .b_eat removal (PAHR) for the
conditions of severe accidents with very low probability of occurrence
wi 11 be discussed.
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Generally these accidents are characterized by severely damaged
cores or even the melt down of major parts of it (core melt down
accidents). They are usually classified as hypothetical accidents,
since for their occurrence all essential safety installations of
the power plants shut down systems or heat sinks are postulated to
fa i1.

In spite of the extremely low probability of their occurrence these
accidents play a major role in the general discussions concerning
the acceptance of nuclear power by the public, the reason being
that in case of such an event considerable darnage could arise.
This may add a non negligible contribution to the overall risk of
nuclear power plants. As a consequence for the risk assessment
hypothetical accidents of all types of nuclear reactors are being
analysed in detaiL whereby particular attention is given to the
core melt down accident and the related heat removal problem.

The article was written in order to identify unresolved or insufficiently treated problems in an advanced field of reactor safety
research. Inspite of the great number of different PAHR topics it
has been tried to summarize the main results of each topic in individual chapters. Although in this review special emphasis is given
questions related to the Liquid Metal Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor
(LMFBR} particular subjects concerning the Light Water Reactor (LWR)
arealso outlined. Unresolved singular questions of a topic are
addressed at the end of the particular chapter, problern fields of
major uncertainty are listed in the summary of the article.
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The article i s organized in four ma in sections:
Section 2: Accident Scenarios
Section 3: Core Debris Accommodation Concepts
Section 4: PAHR Topics
Section 5: Summary and Conclusions
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2. Accident Scenarios

For the liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) mainly the following initiating events may lead to a disruption of the core /14, 15,
16/.

- a strong reduction of the coolant flow rate combined with a simultaneaus failure of all shut down systems (ULOF - unprotected lass
of flow accident),
- faults or malfunctions leading to an interruption of heat removal
capabil ity (even) after shut down,
- an uncontrolled reactivity increase combined with simultaneaus
failure of all shut down systems (UTOP- unprotected transient
over power accident).

A lass of flow, caused e.q. by an Unprotected Loss of Off-Site-Power
or an Unprotected Spurious Pump Trip, generates boiling of the
coolant followed by clad meltinq on the fuel pins. The reduction
of the coolant density by evaporation as well as the relocation
of the malten clad material creates a reactivity ramp which- in an
extreme case - may result in a sudden considerable energy release in
the core. The fission energy is dumped within milliseconds as thermal energy into the core materials and causes fuel, steel and
coolant to be melted and evaporated 1 ). An expanding gas bubble
filled with sodium, steel and fuel vapor drives major amounts of
malten fuel and steel of the upper part of the core into the sodium
pool above the core. During an intensive interaction with the ambient coolant fuel and steel, the high temperature gases and molten
1) The relevant properties of reactor core materials in the PAHR
phase are listed in the table of the appendix.
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core material solidify into widely spread fine particles. These
particles eventually settle on the cold internal structures of the
reactor tank. A shut down of the nuclear reaction is achieved
inherently by the discharge of fuel from the core. The molten
constituents in the lower core structures may either be encaosuled
by surface solidification forming a stable molten pool tobe cooled
down by the ambient coolant and the cold core structures. Or, the
molten materials may penetrate the core in downward direction under
the effect of gravity and residual decay heat generation. In the
latter case the molten pool discharges into the lower plenum filled
with coolant. Violentinteraction between melt and coolant disintegrates the melt into small particles dispersed in the coolant
which will eventually settle on internal structures or trays particularly installed for the retention of core debris. In order to
assure the integrity of the vessel and thus the confinement of
fission products in the primary reactor system, it has to be demonstrated that the decay heat can be transported by the coolant
from the core and the structures loaded with debris to the heat
sinks in the system.
The unprotected transient over power accident is postulated to be
initiated by an uncontrolled removal of control rods from the core.
A related significant increase in reactivity would cause rapid fuel
melting and evaporation within the fuel rods and ejection of pressurized malten fuel into the coolant channels of the subassemblies.
The fuel is immediately swept out from the core by the coolant under
forced flow and thereby the reactor is brouqht to subcritical
condition. The solidified fuel particles settle on the internal
structures of the primary circuit of the reactor from where the heat
is to be removed by the coolant to the heat sinks.
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The only cause for severe core darnage or even core melt down in
Light Water Reactors, in particular Pressurized Light Water Reactors
(PWR), is a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) coupled with a complete
failure or a very much delayed start of the emergency core cooling
system (ECCS} /17, 18/.

The course of such an accident may be roughly characterized by the
history of depressurization of the primary system.

For LOCA's caused by large breaks in one of the main coolant pipes
the system pressure levels off quickly to the containment pressure
(Low Pressure Course).

With the failure of the low pressure pumps of the ECCS postulated,
the water content of the core would evaparate and the core would
heat up and degrade. Then melting and slumping of major parts of the
core would occur and result in the formation of a molten pool within
the core region. Due to poor cooling conditions, the melt would entrain the lower part of the core, penetrate the core support structures and discharge into the lower plenum of the reactor vessel. A
steam explosion may occur if the melt drops into the residual water.
As a result, the melt disintegrates and, due to the fuel-coolant
interaction, fuel granulates forme and sediment on the bottom of the
pressure vessel. Under certain conditions the water within the parti cl e bed wi 11 evaparate, the bed wi 11 become dry and mel t. The
core mel t wi 11 attack the wall of the pressure vessel unti 1 it
fails. The melt will then plunge into the concrete caverne beneath
the pressure vessel and start to disintegrate thermally the concrete
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of the basement. By these processes the integrity of the containment
is threatened on one side by a build up of pressure in the containment atmosphere due to gas production during concrete decomposition
and on the other side by a potential penetration of the melt through
of the concrete basement.

Core melt down in Light Water Reactors could also occur at full
system pressure due to transients initiated e.g. by the loss of
off-site power and the simultaneaus failure of the emergency power
supply system. In this case the pressure within the pimary system
would increase until the pressurizer relieve valves open {High
Pressure Course). As a consequence, primary coolant is leaking at a
constant rate through the releave valve. Thus the coolant is slowly
evaporated from the primary system. Within a few hours the core is
uneavered and the heat up phase of the core starts. By thermal and
chemical reaction, the fuel el ements may partly disi ntegrate and
collapse forming a rubble bed on top of still cool and therefore
intact core structures. As a later state of the transient, melting
of the core debris occurs and a melt pool forms in the core region
which, at a later stage, depletes into the lower plenum of the
Pressure vessel. It is still speculated, what the failure mode of
the reactor vessel is like under melt attack and high system pressure.
Nevertheless, a discharge of the melt into the reactor caverne
beneath the pressure vessel is to be expected after a short time
(about 30 min.). Due to the depressurization of the primary system
the accumulators of the ECCS are activated and their water content
is immediately dumped onto the melt in the caverne. The implications
of these events are not yet fully analyzed but differences compared

to the course of a core melt down accident at low system pressure
a re evident.
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The different modes of the heat transport and their cooperation in
the system are the subject of current research work, whose status
will be reviewed in this article. It should be mentioned here already
that in the case of LMFBR 1 s the very favourable thermal hydraulic
properties of liquid sodium provide a high potential for an invessel cooling of the core debris.
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3. Core Debris Accommodation Concepts

The minimization of the radiological risk to an acceptable level
requires the long-term retention of core debris within the reactor
containment. In order to assure this, specially engineered safeguards have been proposed and some have been installed in prototype
Fast Breeder Reactors. Such safeguards consist essentially of one or
several trays capable of catching the debris from the core during a
core melt down accident. These trays are either placed in the lower
plenum of the reactor vessel (in vessel core catcher) or beneath the
reactor vessel (ex-vessel core catcher). In the latter case, the
melt through of the reactor vessel is accepted before the ex-vessel
core catcher becomes activated. For the heat removal from the debris
surface and from beneath the core catchers, active cooling by forced
convection and/or passive cooling by natural convection is assigned.

Today, for reasons of simplicity and costs in-vessel core catchers
are designed and build with steel. Formerly high melting alloys
and metals have also been considered or used (e.g. Zirconium, Niobium,
Tungsten etc.). In ex-vessel core catcher concepts actively cooled
plates covered with high melting and resistant linermaterial (e.g.
uo 2 , Tho 2 , etc.) are employed to prevent melt penetration into the
basement. Also. deposition of refractory sacrificial material (e.g.
MgO, A1 2 o3 or Borax bricks) into the cavern beneath the reactor
vessel is being considered. The latter concept is to be passive and
based on an intended fast temperature reduction of the debris by
penetration and dilution of the core melt into the sacrificial
material. The heat from the diluted molten pool is then removed
across its surface by convection, radiation and conduction to
appropriate heat sinks within the containment.
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The various design concepts have been discussed in more detail in
references /6, 19, 20, 21, 22/. Some designs for core catchers in
LMFBR's currently under construction or in the design phase are
outlined next.

An ex-vessel core catcher pan has been placed in the reactor caverne
of the German Loop Type Fast Breeder Reactor SNR-300. Its characteristic
features are: A steel pan is covered with the resistant liner
material depleted Uranium (thickness 8 cm). The pan is cooled from
below by forced flow of liquid NaK through a system of cooling coils.
The catcher pan is designed to intercept core melt accidents involving the whole core. The design character is very conservative
and is based on the idea that the heat is removed from a molten
debris layer covered by solid debris crusts to the overlying sodium
pool and the underlying liner mainly by convection and conduction.
A schematic arrangement is given in figure 1. A detailed description
of the design is given by Friedrich /23, 24/ who also critically
reevaluates the utilization of external core catchers for future
LMFBR designs /25/.

An in-vessel core catcher is installed in the pool type LMFBR Super
Phenix in France. A circular steel plate reinforced from below by a
set of radial steel sheets is placed in the lower plenum of the
reactor beneath the core support structure. The plate is completely
surrounded by sodium. It is arranged to collect the fuel particles
which, after a core melt coolant interaction, settle down in the
sodium pool of the lower plenum. This conception takes into account
t he e x c e 1 l e nt he a t r e mo va 1 c a pa c i ty o f na t ur a 1 co n ve c t i o n i n 1 a r ge
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sodium pools. Moreover it is based on a shallow layer of debris
particles on the plate from which the heat is removed by boiling
heat transfer from within the debris bed to the surrounding sodium
pool. The system is conservatively designed to sustain the load of
the fuel of seven subassemblies of the reactor, but may well have a
much larger capacity as best estimate calculations have shown. A
schematic picture of the arrangement is given in figure 2. The
characteristics of the design have been outlined by C. Le Rigoleur
et al. in /26/.

A very similar in-vessel core catcher is assigned for the Demonstration Plant Fast Breeder Reactor CDFR in Britain. The specification for this core debris retention device is completely passive,
based on natural convection within the sodium surrounding the
structures of the core catcher. It consists essentially of a set
of vertical stand pipes welded into conical tube plates with the
top of each stand pipe bent over to prevent it from being blocked
by falling malten fuel. The device resembles a bed of hollow nails
whose cooling effectiveness is enhanced by the natural convection
up through the standpipes. An illustration of the device is given
in figure 3. This sophisticated, but in its conception very conservative, design can handle assymmetric loading of fuel debris
Piles up to 0.5 m hight and the heat removal from a saturated debris
bed is warranted by single-phase convection and conduction. The
philosophy for this debris retention device has been discussed by
Broadley et al. /27/.

Besides the efforts to provide appropriate engineered safe guards
for debris accomodation, more recently the inherent retention
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capability of the internal structures of LMFBR's have been investigated taking into account the favorable heat transport capacity
of sodium. In a particular study concerning the coolability of core
debris despersed in the reactor vessel of the SNR-300 following a
whole core Bethe Tait type accident, Vossebrecker et al. came to the
. conclusions that the heat can be transported from the debris layers
to the emergency coolers by natural convection in the lang term, and
moreover that to a very high degree of probability the core debris
can be retained permanently in the reactor vessel /28, 29/. The
principal features of the in vessel natural circulation flow are
displayed in figure 4. Vossebrecker and Friedrich /25/ have pointed
out, however, that, for a completely deterministic proof of permanent debris accommodation, an early failure of the internal structures in the lower plenum resulting from pressure loads due to fuel
coolant interaction or from an impact of a fuel jet onto the structure must be excluded. This problern needs further clarification.
Regarding the retention capability of internal structures Glückler
et al. have drawn similar conclusions from their analysis of core
melt down accidents in large LMFBR's /30/.

As far as Light Water Reactors are concerned, investigations have
been concentrated on exploring the retention capability of the
reactor concrete foundation andin general, the containment for a
core melt, see e.g. /31, 32/. Although presently a permanent containment of the core debris can neither be assured nor precluded,
it has been proposed by best estimate calculations that the radiological darnage is highly mitigated. These calculations take into
account the relative benign behavior of core melt concrete interaction /33/ and predict that a containment failure by overpressuri-
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zation for the 1300 MW Class of PWR's must not be expected earlier
than 3 to 4 days after a core melt down accident /31/. After this
time the containment atmosphere is depleted from radioactive fission
products by decay and by plate out processes of aerosols on the
Containment surfaces. Thus the leakage of fission products is expected to be small at the time when the containment fails.

In connection with the reassessment of the risk of some previously
built PWR power stations in the United States, which suffer from an
early design of volumetrically small containments recently specula
tive proposals

~ave

been made for retrofitting sacrificial core

retention devices into the caverne beneath the pressure vessel. The
core retention system is a bed of thoria rubbles an the floor of the
reactor cavity. The rubble bed must be sufficiently thick and
permeable to allow water to flow beneath a core melt laying on top
of the bed and cool the melt from below by evaporation /34/. The
system is to be completely passive. A principal sketch of this
retention device is given in figure 5. Therefore, for the long
term heat removal from the containment, condensers within the
containment are proposed which are connected to natural draft cooling towers. At the Sandia National Laboratories, tests of this
rubble bed core retention concept have been carried out. The result
is that malten core material can be retained in flooded beds consisting of several layers of thoria and allumina pebbles /35/.
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4.

PAHR Topics

4.1 General Remarks

In case of severe reactor accidents with core degradation or core
meltdown the phase of decay heat removal is generally characterized
by a sequence of transient and quasi-stationary thermal states
of different temperature levels, which finally end in a stable steady
state. PAHR research is mainly aimed at proving that this steady
state of heat removal is achieved prior to a failure of the reactor
containment. Forthis aim and furthermore for a most realistic risk
assessment of core melt down accidents and for taking mitigating
measures against expected darnage a most precise knowledge of the
heat transfer relations and their range of application is required.
Determining conditions and bounds for the range of application mean
that PAHR research is intended also for clearing the starting
conditiones as well as the transient states during the PAHR phase.

According to these aspects during the last decade, the following
PAHR problems have been considered /1-5/.

1. Core debris generation and accumulation:
- fuel-coolant interaction,
- Sedimentation of

debri~

partielas in the coolant,

- physical properties of debris beds and core melts;
2. secondary criticalities;
3. distribution of fission products and heat sources;
4. heat transfer from heat generating particle beds:
- single phase natural convection and two phase boiling heat
transfer from saturated debris beds,
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- dryout conditions,
- post dryout heat transfer;
5. melting of debris beds by internal heat generation:
- sintering,
- crust formation, crust stability,
- melt front propagation;
6. heat transfer from heat generatingmalten pools:
- single phase natural convection,
- pool boiling heat transfer;
7. interaction of core melt with structural materials:
- in-vessel structural material,
- ex-vessel structural or sacrificial material;
8. thermal and mechanical loading of in-vessel structures and retention devices for core debris;
9. heat transfer form thermally loaded structures and retention
devices to heat sinks,
10. pressure loading to the reactor containment by coolant vaporization and gas production due to thermal and chemical decomposition of structural materials. 1 )

The problems listed here have been identified for a long time
/e.g. 37, 38/. New mechanisms that would additionally threaten safety
barriers have not been proposed. Therefore it can be assumed that
the catalog of key problems of the PAHR phase is complete.

1) This topic will not be discussed in this review article, but see
e.g. Ref. /31, 36/.
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However, in the past not all the problems have been treated to a
depth according to their potential for risk reduction, as we shall
see later. Limited knowledge and uncertainties in some areas are
leading to over conservative assumptions in the general probabilistic
risk assessment and are resulting in overly complex and expensive
designs for debris retention devices (see Chapter 3).

With respect to safety, those problems should generally deserve
the highest attention, which may result in an early failure of the
interna1 debris retention devices, the reactor tank or the reactor
containment. The assurance of the integrity of the safety barrier
is not necessarily the only objective. Rather, for any realistic
risk assessment, an accurate prediction of the elapsing time before
failure may be as important since other mitigating effects or
measures can be taken into account. Therefore, for predictive PAHR
analysis, best estimate methods as well as moderately conservative
methods are called for, depending on whether risk assessment or
conceptional design work has to be performed.

4.2

Debris Bed Formation

4.21 Debris Particle Size and Shape

For a variety of accident events, the properties of the core debris
will be determined by molten fuel coo1ant interaction processes
(MFC!). Main features of these interaction processes are that either
mo 1 t e n f ue 1 i s d ro ppe d or i nje c t e d i nt o t he c oo 1a n t ( i n- ve s s e 1
interaction processes), or amounts of coolant stream or impact
onto malten pools of core material (ex-vessel interaction processes).
The two categories of situations have been simulated by several in-
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pile tests and many out-of-pile laboratory experiments of different
quantities of interacting materials in the range of grammes and
several kilogrammes of malten material and up to several tens of
kilogrammes of coolant /39-45/.

In these experiments mainly two mechanisms have been observed which
govern the disintegration of coherent melts and the formation of
small solid particles:
- hydrodynamic fragmentation by inertial, pressure and shear forces
between the malten material and the liquid or vaporized coolant
/46, 47/;

- thermal stress induced fragmentation of solidified submersed melt
surfaces and melt globules /39, 48, 49/.

Based on the great number of experiments a sound knowledge on the
particle size distribution of core debris generated by MFCI 1 s exists.
From figure 6, one can see that 70 to 80 % of the total mass involved
in a MFCI is disintegrated into particles of diameters less than
about 0.8 mm. The distribution of the particle sizes can be described
approximately by a log-normal law, the mean diameter variing between
say 0.1 and 0.8 mm /39/.

In general the following observation has been made: the more intense
the heat transferwas between the melt and the coolant,

and thus the

higher the conversion rate of thermal and mechanical energy, the larger
was the amount of very small particles /42, 50/. As far as the particle
shape is concerned, post-test optical examinations indicate that,
in relatively mild interactions, a large number of jagged oxidic
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particles are generated due to stress induced fragmentation, while
fragments with a smooth surface and with spherical cavities and
inclusions are found predominantly after intense MFCI's /39, 40/,
where hydrodynamte fragmentation prevails.

The particle size distribution and particle shape determine essentially the porosity and thereby the thermal-hydraulic properties
of the particle beds, namely the permeability and the effective heat
conductivity of a saturated particle layer.

Debris piles in the core region of LWR 1 s can be generated by a
thermal and chemical degradation as well as by partial melting of
fuel pins followed by a collapse of the rod assemblies. All these
events actually happened during the Three Mile Island accident.
Although it is believed that the main phenomena of such processes
are recognized little is known about the quantitative relations. A
first view of the type of LWR debris resulting from severe in-pile
transients has recently been given by Hobbins et al. /51/. The
authors summarize that particle size distribution of debris are
found to vary strongly with the severity of the rod darnage produced.
In general. greater rod darnage produces smaller particle sizes.

For further characterization of rubble beds due to core degradation
and collapse, in-pile and out-of-pile experimental research is
needed. Corresponding tesearch programmes have been launched /52,53/.
4.22 Debris Settling and

Disp~rsion

The coolability of debris piles depends on its geometrical shape
and its internal structure. Both influencing factors are determined
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by the settling of the small fuel and steel particles through the
coolant under the effect of gravity and turbulent swirling of the
coolant. Primarily three aspects have been investigated in some
deta i1 :
- The formation of conical debris piles by settling small particles
from a local source through a pool of liquid onto a collector /54/.
- The formation of particle stratifications in the debris beds due
to differences in the 'sedimentation velocities of particles of
different sizes and due to induced secondary flows /54, 55/.
Levelling of saturated debris piles by boiling of the coo1ant in
debris beds /54, 56/.

For reactor-prototypical heights of fall and for local injection of
a c o l d s t r e a m o f pa r t i c 1 es o f ty p i c a 1 we i g h t a nd s i z e i nt o a poo 1 of
water, Alvarez and Amblard have obtained the following experimental
results /54/:
- Conical piles with angles of inclination up to 23 degrees are
formed depending on the particle size.
Small heights of fall and small particle sizes ( 0.2 mm) foster
the formation of piles with steeper flanks.
- The bigger particles settle predominantly near the centre of the
pile, while the fines are carried to the periphery by an induced
secondary flow.

With respect to a coolability of the debris bed by boiling heat
transfer, the relatively poor leveling due to the free fall of the
particles would pose a serious problem, but one must be aware of
the fact that local injection of a cool particle quantity into a
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pool is rather unprototypical compared to the accident situation.
Undersuch conditions, violent interaction between molten fuel 1 and
the coolant would generate a vigorously stirred pool. The settling
and leveling process will then lead to more uniform dispersions of
the debris. However, MFCI-experiments in a typical scale, that would
better simulate the initial conditions, areout of sight.

On the other side, in case of unfavourable shapes of the debris
piles, self leveling of inclined bed surfaces has been observed due
to boiling of the.coolant inside the heat generating particle bed
/55, 56/. This process has proved to be very effective. Depending on
the power density even conical piles with large angle of inclination, up to 23 degrees, level out to nearly flat layers (angles of
inclination of less than 2 degrees) after a time in the order of
hours. Subcooling of the saturating coolant as well as stratification of the bed reduces the boiling effectiveness and therefore
increases in general the times needed for complete leveling.

In some recent MFCI experiments Chu et al. /41, 42/, employing
malten uo 2 and sodium in the 20 kg scale, have demonstrated that the
spatial particle size distribution is stratified vertically, i.e.
the larger particles are located near the bottom while the finest
are on top. The effect is displayed in figure 7, in which the bed
void fraction is plotted versus the distance from the bottom.
Depending on the particle size distribution, the permeability of the
bed may vary by as much as a factor of 20 from bottom to the top. As
weshall see later, particle stratification has a major influence on
the heat removal from the bed by single- or two-phase flow natural
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convection. Although the phenomenon of stratification in fuel
particle beds is clearly demonstrated by these experiments and
models for the prediction have been proposed /57/, it is an open
question, what typical strength of stratification would occur under
accident conditions, e.g. in the reactor tank.

Inadequate attention has been payed so far to the problern of debris
carry over from the reactor vessel into the primary system piping
and components of loop type reactors /58/. The question is directly
related to the integrity of the piping system. In a theoretical investigation of this problern for the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF)
and the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR), Tsai has stated that
all the core debris swept out into the primary heat transport system
piping will not remain in suspension and will form a particulate
debris bed on the piping walls /59/. Regarding the quantity of the
particle carry over he concludes that the heat can be removed from
the debris settled on the piping walls.
The question, whether chemical reactions between uo 2 and Na (Uranate
formation) can change the debris bed structure in the long run has
been raised in the past but has not been investigated.

In summary there are some uncertainties regarding the prototypical
formation and structure debris beds. Additional research in this
field is needed.
i

. I
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4.3 Secondary Criticalities

Since the fuel in the core of a Fast Breeder Reactor is not arranged
in a most reactive configuration, uncontrolled compaction of core
material can enhance the reactivity beyend criticality. In the
context of PAHR, it is widely accepted that, as a consequence of a
core melt down accident, critical accumulations of core debris
outside the core are generally extremely unlikely. This has been
discussed by considering the reactivity of different geometries of
debris piles /6, 19/. Nevertheless these facts have to be proved for
different reactor designs individually, since the reactor cavern
may shape the debris pile and influence the neutron economy. For the
prototype reactors SNR 300 and the SUPER-PHENIX I, it has been shown
that secondary criticalities outside the core region can be excluded
for the PAHR-phase /28, 60, 61/. In both cases the proof is essentially based on the effect of fuel dispersion by fuel coolant
interaction and on a final distribution of fuel masses in relatively
thin debris layers of subcritical geometry.

4.4 Distribution of Heat Sources and Fission Products

The contribution of the different fission products to the total
decay heat generation as a function of time is well known. Various
programs are available for prediction as for instance the codes
CINDER (LA) /62/, RIBD (HEDL) /63/, ORIGEN (ORNL) /64/.

More important than the contribution of the different elements to
the overall decay heat is the distribution of the fission products
in form of chemical compounds or in elemental form within the
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debris, the coolant, the cover gas or as a plate-out on internal
surfaces of the primary system or the Containment.

Best estimate evaluations have been made for the distribution of
the fission products based on the thermal and chemical properties
of the constituents of the involved materials /65, 66/. These
estimates are supported and in part modified by experimental
findings /67, 68/. For a specific case simulating a burnup of
100 000 MW d/t of fuel from an LMFBR, the following distribution
of the elements was found experimentally by Parmentier and Damien
/68/.
- The oxidic phase contains the rare earth elements Zirconium,
Niobium and Yttrium completely which contribute 37 % of the total
decay heat.
- The metallic phase dissolves the nobel metals ruthenium, rhodium,
paladium and molybdenum and contributes thereby 17 % of the
residual power.
The nobel gases mix with the covergas and the halogens (Br, I),
the chalcogenes (Se, Te), the pnictogens (As, Sb), the alkaline
{Cs, Rb) elements as well as cadmium and silver are highly or
in part soluble in sodium. They represent all together 46 % of
the initial decay heat.

The data given above correspond to a residual power density of
1.72 W/g in the metallic phase and of 1.82 W/g in the oxidic phase.

Together with chemophysical consideration and the available codes,
data from such integral experiments provide a reasonable base for
assessing an envelope for the distribution of the heat sources. One
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must keep in mind, however, that the actual distribution of some
fission products such as Ag, Sn, Ru, Te, Ba, Sr and others may
vary, depending on the history of the accident and the achievment
of equilibrium states between different chemical compounds and
solvents.

For LWR's, the redistribution of fission products is different because of the oxidizing steam atmosphere and the presence of the
circaloy clading on the fuel pins. The formation of eutectic compounds containing uo 2 and Zr reduces the melting temperature of
the mixed fuel-clad debris to less than 2500 K. For LWR conditions
release rates of fission products have been measured by Albrecht
and Wild /69/ by heating prototypical debris up to the melting point.
Typical release rates in {%/min) for a reference temperature of
T

= 2673

K are given in table 1 {others can be found for different

temperatures in /69/). According to Albrecht and Wild the mass release during a time interval 6t at a particular constant temperature
T can be calculated according to relation m = m0 [1-exp {-O<'!!t}],
where m0 is the element inventory at the beginning of

~t

and

oi

is

the specific release rate at a temperature T.

By employing a best estimate temperature history of the core debris
and the empirical mass release relation, the sources of decay heat
in the containment can be predicted. Reimann /70/ has calculated on
the basis of the Origen Code the heat source distribution during
a core melt down accident for a typical burnup of an LWR of the
1300 MWE class at the end of one period of operation, when fuel
elements are to be changed. The history of decay heat source term
and the temperature history of the core debris are displayed in
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Element
Mo
Ru
Ba
Zr
Ce
Nd
Np

Release Ratea)
Steam

Element

0.01b)
<0.001
0.05
0.001
0.001
0.001b)
0.001b)

Fe
Co
Cr
Mn
Sn

u

Release Ratea)
Steam
0. 1
0.09
0.08
1. 0'
1.4
0.02

a) estimated uncertainty: :S factor 2
b) extrapolated from 2300 oc
Table 1:

Release rates of fission products from a core melt in
{%/min) forT= 2400 °C afterAlbrecht and Wild /69/.
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figure 8. During the first few hours a strong shift of heat sources
occurs from the metallic phase to the oxidic phase. This effect is
due to the oxidation of the metals in contact with steam at high
temperatures. Furthermore, the fission products released to the
atmosphere contain 32 % of the decay heat sources at the beginning
but after 100 hours only 17 % while the melt contains at this
time 83 % of the decay heat sources. It is worth mentioning that
the values of the ANS-standard curve for the heat source are in
general clearly above the values of the best estimate calculations.

4.5

Heat Transfer from Debris Beds

Heat Generating saturated particulate beds can be cooled by conduction, convection or by boiling of the saturating coolant inside the
bed. The following two questions are of practical interest for the
design or evaluation of debris retention devices.
- What are the heat fluxes across the boundaries of the debris bed
i.e. in upward, downward and sideward directions?
- What are the limiting conditions for a steady heat removal by
the different modes of heat transfer?

4.51 Conduction Regime

The temperature and heat flux distribution in heat generating particulate beds caused by pure heat conduction can in principle be
predicted, if the spatially averaged thermal properties of the saturated porous body is known. These properties depend on the particle
size, the size distribution, the stratification of size distribution
and the quality of parttele and phase contact. In currently dis-
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cussed models for the heat conductivity or heat diffusivity of
porous bodies, these influencing quantities are only taken into
account by means of a porosity parameter, and, in case of more
sophisticated considerations, by means of anisotropy factors.

All these quantities can only roughly be assessed for debris beds
generated under accident conditions. The inherent difficulty to
precisely characterize the integral properties of debris beds has
led to a dual procedure in deriving models for the heat conductivity. On the one hand, empirical and semi-empirical formulas have
been derived and experimentally confirmed /71, 72/, and, on the
other hand, more recently efforts are being made to provide rigorous
upper and lower bounds, based on more general properties for the
porous body, as for instance porosity and anisotropy parameters
/73/. This latter approach deserves even more attention with respect
to design oriented accident analysis.

In table 2, some relations for the heat conductivity in two component porous bodies are given. They are selected in the context of
current PAHR research. A more general compilation and discussion of
different models can be found in /74-76/. It shall be mentioned here
that the relation afterKampfand Karsten was employed to evaluate
the relevant Sandia in-pile tests on debris beds cooling /77, 78,
79/. The experimental data for the temperature distribution in the
conduction regime were found in good agreement with the prediction
by the Kampf-Karsten relation.
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Kämpf-Karsten I 71 I:
k

s ( kd - kc)

1--------

d

k + E: 1/3
c

(

kd - k )
c

heat conductivity in the average
heat conductivity of continuous phase (liquid)
heat conductivity of dispersive phase (solid)
s - porosity (volume fraction of continuous phase)

Schulz 1721:

Zehner-Schlünder 1751:
kb

=

with

1 [Y-1+B
kc {1- (1- s) 1/:2 + 2(1- s) 1/ 2 V
yz
V= 1 -

kc

~

B,

kd B+l B-1]
ln Bl<--2---y- }
c

B - particle shape factor

d

lower and upper bounds after Cook + Peckover /731:
k~~2 < kb < kM1

kc > kb

1
E:
+ 1 - E:
=
+
2kc
kd + 2kc
3kc
kM1
E:
1
1-s
+ 3k
=
kc + 2kd
kM2 + 2kd
0

Table 2:

Thermal conductivity relations for isotropic particle beds.
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4.52 Single-Phase Free Convection

Conditions for the transition from the state of pure heat conduction
to single phase convection in saturated particle layers are fixed
by three typical groups. These groups are the internal and external
Rayleigh number, characterizing the heat source distribution and the
temperature difference between the lower and upper side of the
porous body, and furthermore two Biot-numbers, characterizing the
thermal boundary conditions by relating the local heat flux and the
local temperature at the boundaries.

The groups are defined in table 3.1. Regarding the onset of convection, the following qualitative trends can be stated: For largely
homogeneaus conditions, the onset is characterized by fixed values of
the two Rayleigh numbers (critical Rayleigh numbers) /80/. In
particular, increasing external Rayleigh numbers (i.e. increasing
the temperature differences between the lower and upper boundary)
lead to smaller critical internal Rayleigh numbers.

Limiting the heat flux at the boundaries by finite heat conductivities of the confining walls reduces the values of the critical
internal Rayleigh numbers /81/. The same effect is found if parts of
the surrounding walls are permeable for the liquid or if the porous
layer is superimposed by a liquid layer /82/. Moreover, for any nonhomogeneaus distribution of heat sources, material properties or
non-homogeneaus boundary values will reduce the threshold for the
onset of convection.
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Group definitions:
internal Rayleigh number

external Rayleigh number

external Rayleigh number of the overlying fluid layer
ah

Bio

= --'?.

Biot number

"m

overall Nusselt number

Nusselt number of the porous layer

Nusselt number of the fluid layer
q
n

q

= - - = Qhp
qtot

Table 3.1

percentage downward heat flux

Group definitions of Table 3.2.
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The heat transfer from internally heated particle beds has been
investigated mostly for the special case of an adiabatic lower
boundary. Results are available from laboratory experiments by
means of Joule heating of the liquid phase /82-85/ or by inductive
heating of the solid phase of the particle bed /86-88/. Heating by
nuclear fission has been used in a set of in-pile experiments at
the Sandia Laboratories, in which enriched U0 2 pebbles and sodium
as the liquid were employed /77-79, 89/.

The heat transfer from particle beds can essentially be described
by two dimensionlass groups,

the Nusselt number and the internal

Rayleigh number (see table 3.1 for definitions). It can be seen
from table 3.2 and figure 9 that major differences exist between the
correlations as given by the different authors. In particular,
discrepancies exist between the heat transfer correlation obtained
from in-pile tests with prototypical reactor materials /78, 89/ and
from out-of-pile tests with simulant materials. Although the potential of heat removal from particle beds by single phase convection is of minor relevance for PAHR situations compared to two-phase
convection, the proper analysis of in-pile experiments calls for an
elimination or at least for a sound explanation of the obvious
discrepancies. In this context, it has to be mentioned that the
influence of non-adiabatic side walls on the onset of convection
and the overall heat transfer from particle beds has not been
clarified sufficiently. Benocci at al. /90a/ seem to be able to
predict reasonable well the onset of convection at reduced Rayleigh
numbers and the heat transfer rates observed in the Sandia D-Series
in-pile tests /77, 78, 89/ by taking into account non-insulating
side walls in their numerical calculations.

Method of Heating

Boundary Conditions

Critical Rayleigh
Numbers

Heat Transfer Gorrelation

Joule heating

adiabatic lower and
isothermal upper
boundary

31.8 experimental
32.8 theoretical

Nu = 0.440 Rar 0-237 , o < Rar
Nu = 0.135 Raro.ss3, 200 < Rar
Rar~s73,

Joule heating

II

33

experimental

Nu= 0.116

Joule heating

II

32.

experimental

Joule heating

Ii

36.1 experimental

Nu = o.158 Ra 1 5 ' 30
Nu = 0.570 Rar o.3s , 40

rnductive heating

adiabatic lower
boundary and overlying liquid layer

12

experimental

30

°·

Nup=0.190 Rar0.69o, *)
Nuf = 0.234 Raf 0.3° 7 , 12

Authors

Buretta, Berman /83/

<

200
900

<

<

Rar

<

800

Sun /82/

<

Rar

<

10 4

Hardee, Nilson /84/

<

Rar

<

1400

Kulacki, Freeman /85/
Rhee, Dhir, Catton /86/

<

Rar

<

3000
~

0

rnductive heating

II

15

extrapolated
from
experiments

rnductive heating

II

30-40 experimental

Nu = 0.267 Raro.s , 100

<

Rar

<

20000

Barleon, Werle /87/

Nu = 0.0786 Ral-707 ,

30

<

Rar

<

7500

Schulenberg, Müller /88/

Nu = 0.388

Rar~533,

30

<

Rar

3000

Schulenberg, Müller /88/

Nu = 0.911

Raro~4

hp/b = 2.8
theoretical
hp/b = 1.0

rnductive heating

"

15

Nuclear heating

II

0.8 experimental

*) see definition of Nusselt number _in Table 3.1
Table 3.2

Single phase heat transfer correlations in debris beds.

<

, 0.8 < Rar < 14
0.57 < hp/b < 1.56

Mitchell et al. /78/

I
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g
ß,Q,
K
\)9,

K
Km
A.
A.m
(j,.

Q

q
To-T 1
TM
hp
h,Q,
hp + h9, = H
Table 3.3

acceleration of gravity
coefficient ofthermal expansion of liquid
permeability of the particle bed
cinematic viscosity of liquid
heat conductivity of the liquid
heat diffusivity of the particle bed (in the mean)
heat conductivity of the liquid
heat conductivity of the particle bed (in the mean)
coefficient of heat transfer
density of heat source
heat flux
temperature difference between lower and upper side of both layers
temperature at the interface between the two layers
height of particle bed (layer)
height of liquid layer
height of combined layers
Nomenclature of Table 3.2.

Sodium:
0-1
0
0-2
~
0-3
0
0-4

•

[ 78 1
[ 89 1
[ 89 ]
[ 77 1
[ 88 1
[ 90a 1
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A heat transfer correlation for the more general case of non-isothermal lower and upper boundaries has been derived by Barleon and
Werle /87/ following the idea of Baker et al. /91/. The correlation
describes the percentage of downward heat flux as a function of the
external and internal Rayleigh numbers.

4.53 Boiling Regime

Internal boiling is very efficient in cooling internally heated
saturated debris beds. It starts when the temperature in the bed,
as a whole or in parts, has reached the saturation temperature of
the liquid. Similar to nucleate surface boiling, the mechanism of
internal boiling is self-limiting. High steam generation and high
steam flow rates prevent the porous body from being replenished by
inflowing liquid.and a portion of the bed will become dry. In the
dry zones the local bed temperature exceeds the saturation temperature of the liquid. These conditions are considered as 1 imiting
conditions for the coolability of debris beds and are usually
termed as 'dryout' of the bed. Since the heat transfer from the bed by
single-phase steam flow is considerably less than by boiling, the
temperature of the bed may reach the melting temperature of the
debris. The melting of core debris means a further step of escalation in the course of an accident. Therefore limiting conditions for
the bed dryout have been studied both experimentally and theoretically. The investigations are mostly centered araund predicting
the so called dryout heat flux at the top surface of the debris bed.
State of the art reports on this topic have been given before by
Squarer et al. /92/, Lipinski /93/ and Buchlin and Benocci /90b/.
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The~e

authors cite and evaluate more than 50 relevant contributions

to the problems. (Citation on particular aspects of the dryout
problern is therefore limited in this section.)

From experimental and theoretical investigations, the following
parameters affecting the dryout heat flux have been identified
/90b/, /92/, /93/; see also the summary in /5/: a) particle characteristics, i.e. particle size and shape, size and shape distribution, particle density; b) bed geometry, i.e. depth and width of
bed; c) bed power density, d) thermal and cinematic conditions at
the boundaries of the bed i.e. insulated or cooled bottom, liquid
subcooling at top surface, flux of liquid into bed from below or
sidewise; e) system pressure; f) fluid thermophysical properties,
g) capillary properties, i.e. surface tension, wetting angle, h)
structure of bed, i.e. particle stratification, formation of vapor
channels or bed losening by steamflow and f1ashing disturbances.

Bed dryout has been investigated experimentally by various types of
out-of-pile tests and by in-pile tests. In the out-of-pile tests
bottom heating and volume heating by either Joule or inductive
heating was employed, and the parameter bed depth, bed width and
particle diameter were varied typically in the range 5-50 cm,
5-15, cm, and 0.2-15 mm, respectively. The parameter range of the

seven Sandia in-pile tests 01-07 /77-79/, /89/ is limited to a
fixed bed diameter of 10 cm, to bed depths varying between 5 and 16
cm and to particle size distributions in the diameter range 0.1-1
mm. The measured dryout heat flux covers the range from 15 kW/m 2
to 4300 kW/m 2 • Most experiments were performed at practically
atmospheric pressure. Recently some experimental results for system
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pressures up to 0.5 MPa have been reported /213/.

Since the number of in-pile experiments with prototypical materials
is limited, model development has been fostered. The models aim at
describing consistently all the phenomena observed in the sma11
scale experiments and at transfering the results to reactor conditions. In deriving relations between the dryout heat flux and the
influencing quantities listed above, basically two approaches have
been employed by the different authors. Balancing mass, momentum and
energy of the two phases in the porous body proves to be the best
method for describing most of the phenomena simultaneously. Based on
this conception, step by step, more sophisticated models have been
developed by a refined description of the fluid dynamic interaction
between solid particles, liquid and vapor /93/. This generalizing
procedure leads to the increasing number of (not always well known
empirical) parameters related to the interaction processes. The
model relations become cumbersome to handle and finally algebraic
correlations have to be replaced by data from numerical computation.

A reduction in the number of different empirical parameters is
achieved if, instead of starting from the balance equations, flooding correlations for annular two-phase flow or countercurrent
flow in porous bodies are used. A more direct method for obtaining
simple expressions for the dryout heat flux is to correlate directly
the experimental data by introducing such suitably defined physical
quantities as for instance bed loading, superficial vapor velocity
based on the power density and the latent heat (see e.g. Ref. /28,
110/).
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Some correlations which mark the progress in the model development
are compiled in table 4. A detailed compilation and evaluation of
the different models has been given in References /90b, 92, 93/.

Based on the great number of experimental and theoretical investigations, it can be stated in, general that the physical effects of the
majority of the different bed parameters are qualitatively understood and that in particular the problern of the dependence of the
dryout heat flux on the particle diameter and the bed depth may be
considered as largely settled.

In detail the following phenomena have been observed in experiments
or described by physical models:
- The dryout heat flux is independent of bed width /92/.
- In deep beds with sma11 particles the flow is laminar, the ratio
of viscosity to bouyancy forces is predicted to depend only on
the viscosity ratio, and thus the dryout heat flux increases with
the square of particle diameter and is furthermore independent
of bed height according to the models in Ref. /84, 94, 95/.
- For shallow beds with small particles, a capillary pressure head
in the vapor phase has to be considered, which increases the
dryout heat flux with decreasing bed height /98/. In addition
vapor channels, flashing

~isturbances

or perhaps fluidization

increase the dryout heat flux to a further extend /94, 99, 105/.
Models which predict the length of vapor channels are listed in
table 4.3.
- In deep beds with coarse particles the flow is turbulent, the
ratio of vapor inertia to bouyancy forces depends only on the
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Group definitions:
L =

qd \)g
Khfg (pf- Pg) g

dimensionless heat flux for laminar flow
model, also ratio of vapor to bouyancy forces,

2

qd

T =

nh* 9 (pf- Pg) 9 Pg

dimensionless heat flux for turbulent flow
model, also ratio of vapor intertia to
bouyancy forces,

ratio of surface tension to bouyancy
forces,

Nomencalture:
d
g
H

hfg
I

K

qd

s
z
<X

n
\)f' \)g
]Jf
1lw
Pp' Pf' Pg
cr

8

Table 4.1

particle diameter
acceleration of gravity
bed height
heat of vaporization
Leverett-function
permeabi 1i ty
dryout heat flux
effective saturation
vertical coordinate
void fraction
passability
kinematic viscosity of liquid and gas, resp.
viscosity of liquid
viscosity of water
density of particles, liquid, and gas, resp.
surface tension
contact angle
Group definitions and nomenclature of Section 4.53

Applications

Dryout Cerrelations

Physical Assumptions

deep beds,
small particles

L = 0.0177 v /vf
9

laminar flow, fluid drag only

Dhir, Catton /94/

deep beds,
small particles

=

seperated flow, laminar fluid and
vapor drag

Hardee, Nilsan /84/

L

deep beds,
sma ll parti c1es

L

- Max l/a2 + (vf/vg) 1/(1-a)ZJ' a-. 1 s

deep beds,
coarse particles

T =

1
[1 + (V fl Vg )lPJZ

-

[

l

1-a

0.0113

~ - 1) counter-current annular flow, laminar Jones et al. /95/

(~)~4 tw)ol
Pg

Authors

l-lf

flooding model, turbulent flow ·

Sowa et al. /96a/
-!>.
CD

I
deep beds,
coarse particles

T = [1 + ( 0.105
p g/ p f) J!4j 4

deep or shallow beds,
sma 11 parti cl es

L

= 0.211

general

L

= [v

(1 + 0.32 C)

flooding model, turbulent flow

Ostensen, Lipinski
/97 I

laminar flow, capillary forces
included

Shires, Stevens /98a/

fvf 1
1 -~
f~g 1 +
1 l
$3'" + (1;...5)3_1 + T
$3'" (1-S)3j

=

lPf

9

1 +

c (-

di

dS")

dS

dTVRJ

.Table 4.2 Dryout correlations for volumetrically heated top fed beds.
1) 'Max' means maximum value of the expression.

Lipinski /93/
laminar and turbulent fl mv,
capillary forces included
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Channel length

Authors

6o

Jones et al. /99/

lfSOcr I(S)

Schwalm, Nijsing /108/

sd PP g

lc =

lc

=

4.62 0 cos

8

Reed /109/

sd (pp- pf) g

lf5TI

0

cos

8

I(S)

sd (pp- pf) g

Table 4.3 Channel length correlations.

Lipinski /93/
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density ratio, and the dryout heat flux increases with the
square root of particle diameter and is also independent of
bed height /96, 97/.
The downward heat flux from boiling bed regions to a cooled bottom
plate is enhanced by capillary forces, a mechanism similar to
that of heat pipes /93, 100, 104/.
- The dryout heat

f~ux

is considerably increased if liquid can

penetrate from beloW (bottom fed beds) /98b, 101/.
- The dryout heat flux decreases with decreasing bed porosity and
with increasing standard deviations of the particle size distribution /92/.
- The dryout heat flux is reduced in stratified particle beds with
the smaller particles in the upper zone compared to the one in a
homogeneaus bed composed of the smaller particles /78, 79, 93,
105, 106/.
- Subcooling a liquid layer on top of particle beds enhances, on one
side, the dryout heat flux by reducing the effective bed depth and
by stimulating single-phase convection heat transfer /84/. On the
other side, subcooling,delays or even surpresses the formation of
vapor channels /77, 104, 107/ and therefore reduces the overall
value of the dryout heat flux.
The dryout heat flux is increased if the system pressure increases
/92, 213/.
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I n f i gu r e s 10 a n d 11 , s ome ty p i c a 1 r es u1 t s a r e d i s p 1ay e d • Fi gu r e 10
shows a comparison between experimental results obtained by outof-pile tests with simulant materials and theoretical predictions
of the dryout heat flux as a function of the particle diameter.and
the bed height. For the whole range of test data the experimental
results are predicted well by the theoretical model of Lipinski
/93/. The other theoretical curves show

reasona~le

agreement with

the test data only in subranges, since in each case only part of
the physical effects are modeled.

In figure 11, results from in-pile and out-of-pile Sodium-uo 2
experiments are displayed. The data points of the in-pile experiments demonstrate that the 'reference• values for the dryout heat
flux obtained from fresh homogeneaus particle beds are reduced by
about a factor one half in the case of bed stratification and can
get enhanced considerably by disturbances (e.g. vapor channels) in
the packing of the bed. Differences exist between the out-of-pile
data and the 'reference• in-pile-data. These differences can not
be explained satisfactorily to date. The model of Lipinski for
packed bed predicts reasonably well the 'reference• in-pile data.
The extended Lipinski model taking into account channeling effects
seems to coveralso the physical effects of bed disturbances. However, uncertainties exist with respect to the latter point since
bed disturbances may have other characteristics than vapor channels.
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As far as the in-vessel coolability of core debris in case of LMFBR's
is concerned, further investigations should concentrate on the
better understanding and prediction of the mechanism of subcooling
in connection with vapor channel formation and the dynamic restructuring of the bed by flashing events.

Further experiments with large bed heights, typically in the order
of meters and at elevated system pressures, are required for confirming the available models which are to be used for predicting
the coolability of degraded LWR cores.

According to the specific features of LWR severe core darnage accidents, it is also of some interest to understand the reentry of
coolant into high temperature debris beds and to assess the rate of
vapor generation by the quenching process. Only a limited number of
experiments have been performed addressing the quenching of a hot
debris bed /102b, 103/. The preliminary experiments employing
slender cylindrical debris columns indicate that the quench front
propagation is affected by three-dimensional effects.

In summary it can be stated that in comparison to other PAHR topics
the knowledge of single- and two-phase cooling of debris beds is
well advanced. Nevertheless, some uncertainties concerning
particular details need further clarification.
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4.5.4 Post Dryout Heat Transfer

It may be conjectured that there is a considerable potential for

t'eu

moving heat from dry core debris beds by conduction, radiation
and gas convection, before extended melting of the particle bed
occurs. Although this question has not been treated systematically
the first five screening in-pile tests (MP-1, MP-2, MP-35, MP-4,
MP 5S ) o f t he Mo 1 t e n Po o 1 Se r i es a t Sand i a I 111- 114 I a r e e 1 uc i da t i ng
the phenomena to be expected in a dry fuel or fuel-steel partiell'!
bed in the temperature range between 3000 K and 3140 K.

From post-test x-ray and metallographie examinations of the debr1s
containing capsule and from temperature histories, the following
facts were stated 11111: a) There was no indication of sintering in
pure uo 2 particle beds (particle sizes in the range 0.1 to 1 mm) at
locations surrounding the zone of incipient melting. b) In particle
beds consisting of a mixture of uo 2 and steel particles, significant migration and agglomeration of malten steel occurred from the
hattest into cooler zones of the bed. This migration caused the
formation of a void, surrounded by crusted debris. A schematic
drawing of the radiograph of the MP-5S test is given in figure 12.

It is still unclear under which conditions sintering of an uo 2
particle bed can occur. Sintering has been observed in out-of-pile
experiments employing furnace heating 11121. Sintering is believed
to deteriorate cooling conditions of debris beds in general by
reducing the porosity and by preventtng channeling.and bed level
ing. Therefore a-better understanding of this phenomenon is needed.
However, further investigations should take into account the effect
of sodium either as liquid or vapor.
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Fig. 12 Schematic drawing of the MP-5S bed of the Sandia in-pile
experiment /114/.
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It has been proposed by Plain et al. /114/ that the migration of
molten steel in the uo 2 particle bed is due to the effect of capillary
forces and temperature gradients. The generation of crusts and
cavities is expected to change largely the thermal characteristics
and the direction of heat fluxes by inducing strong inhomogeneities
in the porous body. Our current lack of knowledge for the Post
Dryout Phase was schematically summarized by Kayser and Rigoleur
/115/ and is displayed in figure 13.

Since neither the migration process nor the processes of melting,
of cavity and of crust formation as well as the relevant question of
crust stability is

physically well understood, the potential of

post dryout heat transfer can not be fully exploited for accident
analysis. More experimental and theoretical research work is needed
in Support of the in-pile experiments to clarify the preliminary
observations. The European PAHR in-pile Program in progress is
particulatly aimed at providing the necessary information of the
post-dryout behavior of debris particle beds /116/.

4.6

Heat TransferfromMalten Layers

4.6.1 Single-Phase Convection

Debris beds can turn into malten pools if the heat transfer from
the porous bed is limited and the temperature inside the bed exceeds
the melting point. Based on Observations in small scale melting experiments with mixtures of uo2 and steel particles /117, 118/, it is
anticipated that steel and fuel, i.e. the metallic and the oxidic
phase segregate due to their density differences, so that two
separate layers develop.
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Heat transfer by single phase natural convection from horizontal
fluid layers with volumetric energy sources has been extensively
studied in the past for various geometries and different thermal
boundary conditions. Gorrelations for the heat transfer have been
obtained from direct numerical Simulation /119-125/, i.e. by integrating the balance equations of mass-, monomenturn and energy
employing finite difference schemes and from experiments by employing Joule heating in simulant liquids /126-130/. Chung et
a1./131b,l32a,b/ have derived correlations for turbulent thermal
convection at very high Rayleigh numbers analytically employing a
boundary layer approach and asymptotic analysis. This procedure
val idates the functional dependence of the available numerical and
experimental results, and moreover guarantees an extrapolation of
the heat transfer relations beyond the range covered by experimental
results.

The influence of different geometrical shapes on the partition of
the upward, downward and sideward heat fluxes has received also some
attention in references /120, 124, 13la, 133a/. The investigations
have generally shown that the convective heat flux to the lateral
walls is of the same order as the upward heat flux. In particular
the hattest zone at the sidewalls occurs close to the top surface of
the layer~). Without claiming completeness, same data and correlatians far different geometrical forms are compiled in table 5
tagether with the definitions of the relevant groups. A review of
this particular topic has been given before by Baker et al. /91/.
1) Mixing processes other than by natural convection e.g. by dropping malten material into the pool can remove the hattest zone at
the side walls to other positions /120b/.
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Inspite of the many experimental investigations with simulant
liquids, there is still an unexplained experimental finding concerning the downward heat flux from a malten
heating from a

uo 2

uo2

pool generated by Joule

particle bed. In repeated experiments, Stein et

al. /135, 136/ measured downward heat fluxes, which were larger by a
factor of 2.5 to 4.5 compared to the predictions based on the
correlations for natural convection. The experiments were, however,
unlike the ones with simulant materials, characterized by streng
insulating effects of a large gas-filled cavity between the upper
free surface of the pool and an

uo 2

crust on top of the experimental

arrangement. It has been proposed by several authors /137-142/, that
radiative heat transfer in a transparent

uo2

melt may largely

contribute to the overall heat transfer in malten

uo 2

layers. How-

ever, this idea must be questioned on the bases of the experimental
results by Bober et al. /143/ that malten

uo 2

is practically opaque

for thermal radiation up to temperatures exceeding 4000 K (see
table 10 in the appendix and the related literature).
The remaining uncertainty should be eliminated by additional analysis and out-of-pile investigations before malten pool in-pile
experiments are performed.

4.6.2 Heat Transfer from Boiling and Bubbling Pools.

If the temperaturein the malten pool of core debris exceeds the
boil ing temperature of one or more of the metallic or oxidic components, vaporization and thus pool boiling sets in.
Althouqh heat removal from a boiling pool to the surrounding boundaries appl ies more to the problern of subassembly failure propaqation
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during the so called Transition Phase of a core melt down accident
than to the quasi-stationary PAHR Phase, it is briefly discussed
here for the reason of completeness of the topic.

For single-component fluids, the onset of boiling is determined from
a Damköhler-Rayleigh number relation which has been derived from
experimental data /120, 121, 129, 133a/.

The heat transfer to the lateral boundaries of a malten pool has
been investigated experimentally employing Joule heating or mirowave heating of simulant fluids. The experimental findings can be
correlated well by assuming that a downward boundary-layer flow at
the lateral sidewalls is essentially driven by the updraft of the
vapor bubbles in the bulk of the pool. The relevant dynamic group,
the Rayleigh number, is therefore based on the overall void coefficient

~

of the boiling pool. Gorrelations for laminar and turbulent

convective heat transfer to vertical and horizontal walls and also
for the void distribution in the pool have been set up /144-149/.
These correlations rely mainly on experimental measurements. Some
correlations for boiling pool heat transfer are compiled in table 6.

With respect to transferring the phenomena and correlations to
accident conditions. two major deficiencies exist. The experimental
investigations have not taken into account boiling phenomena in twoor multi-component fluid systems, as they are expected to occur in
malten pools of core debris. Moreover, if for the reason of extreme
experimental difficulties (i.e. high temperatures and compatibility
of crucible and melt materials) fuel and steel have to be ruled out,
more realistic simulant liquids than aqueous salt solutions should
be used to scrutinize existing results in an intermediate step.
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Similar phenomena like in boiling pools are found in gas bubbling
malten pools, where the gas is released into the pool from the
disintegrating boundaries. Such a situation may occur if a core melt
interacts with gas generating sacrificial material e.g. concrete.
Compared to single-phase convection the downward heat transfer from
the molten

9

gas agitated

pool to the lower wall is largely in-

creased by the vigoraus stirring effect of the perculating bubbles.
The heat transfer rates are described in this case by models similar
to those for nucleate or film boiling on heated flat surfaces in
which, however, heat transfer by radiation through the gas phase
is included. Thesemodels have been developed on the basis of
observations from small scale laboratory experiments with simulant
materials~

for instance by employing frozen benzene globules em-

bedded in dry ice for simulating the concrete slab and heated water
pools for simulating the core melt /150, 151/ (see also section
4.7). Verification of the heat transfer models by medium scaled
experiments employing several hundreds of kg's of molten steel and
ceramic material at temperatures of the order of 2000 K is under way
within the BETA Test Program at the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe
/152/.

Compared to single-phase convection, the heat transfer is largely
enhanced at the interface of superimposed liquid layers when it is
penetrated by a stream of gas bubbles. Corresponding relations
between the heat flux and the gas flow rates have been established
from experimental data /153-156/. The relations correspond to those
of Haberstroh and Reinders /157/ for single-phase heat transfer at
an interface of two overlying liquids. In the experiments, gaswas
injected through a porous bottom plate into a pool consisting of two
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superimposed immiscible liquids. Heat was added to the experimental
apparatus either by heating the bottom plate /153m 154/ or by Joule
heating of the lower of the two liquid layers /155/. Two typical
regimes of heat transfer have been identified. The first is characterized by a high density ratio of the heavier to the lighter liquid
and moderate superficial gas velocities resulting in an interfacial
agitation without perceptible entrainment effects. The second mode
occurs when the density ratio is close to one and/or the superficial gas velocities are high. In this case, considerable entrainment of droplets of the heavier liquid into the lighter fluid is
observed resulting in thick mixing layers at the interface. The
influence of entrainment and mixing on the increased interfacial
heat transfer is not completely understood and model development
needs improvement.

4.7 Malten Pool Penetration into Substrates

If the contact temperature between core melt and substrate exceeds
the melting temperature of the substrate, the molten pool will
expand beyond its initial geometry. For assessing in this case the
retention capability of reactor structures or special retention
devices for core debris, the propagation of the melt front must be
predicted. Since the melt front propagation can be directly related
to the local heat fluxes at the wall-melt interface, the problern is
reduced to the determination of the heat flux towards the rigid
walls. Depending on the relevant wall material e.g. magnesia,
alumina, concrete, the heat flux from the malten pool to the surrounding walls is strongly influenced by the mixing characteristics
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between the malten core debris and the malten wall material, i.e. by
the interfacial mass transport.

Curren~

research work concerning

melt front propagation can be ordered by three aspects: a) the
malten core debris mixes completely with the malten wall material
(mutual dissolution), b) the core melt and the malten substrate is
immiscible, c) the wall heat flux is determined by a gas stream
resulting from a thermal decomposition of the wall material, which
in particular is concrete.

From experimental studies using simulant and prototypical materials
mainly the following factors have been found to influence the growth
rate of malten pools in cases a) and b).

The relative rates of sideward and downward growth are mainly
determined by the bulk temperatures of the pool and the melting
temperature of the walls, the density ratio of the pool and the
malten or decomposed wall material. Furthermore the viscosity of
the pool liquid and, in case b) of immiscible materials, the surface
tension between pool and malten substrate have also a distinct
influence. In the high temperature phase, where solidification
and crust formation at the pool-wall interface can be excluded,
downward propagation of the melt front predominates if the pool
density is larger by a factor of about 1.1 compared to the malten
wall material /164, 166/. This effect is due to the agitation of
the l.ighter malten wall material rising within the thermal conduction layer of the pool in turn for.cing hotter pool material downward towards the cooler wall. In a phase with reduced pool temperatures, or for density ratios near 1, the sideward growth of the
pool becomes predominant. In this case agitation of the pool by a
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multi-component flow is suppressed by crust formation or reduced
buoyancy of the molten wall material and the heat flux and therewith the melting rate at the boundaries are mainly regulated by conduction and free convection like in molten pools. As it was discussed in section 4.61 the sideward heat flux frommalten pools
with internal heat sources is considerably larger than the one
in downward direction.

This general picture was first outlined by Faw and Baker /158/ who
employed in their experiments mutually soluble simulant material,
i.e. inductively heated salt solutions and substrates of carbomax.
Their results were confirmed by Fieg and Werle

/15~/,

who used

similar experimental techniques.

From the different experimental investigations employing mutual
soluble and immiscible materials one can learn moreover that the
dissolution process by diffusion only does practically not influence
the Propagation of the melt front. Only if mixing is enhanced by
some strong stirring process, e.g. by gas bubble percolation in the
pool, mutual solubility between the different materials increases
the growth rate of the malten pool.

Another mostevident general property formalten pool qrowth was
communicated by Turland et al. /162/: Advancing melting fronts are
stable to local perturbations i.e. deepenings, corners, and protrusions on the confining walls are smoothed out by the advancinq melt
front.

Besides these generally agreed statements reliable correlations for
the wall heat flux are available only for a few cases. In particular
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their validity and range of application is not or not well enough
confirmed to be finally usable as predictive tools for core melt
propagation into structures. Thesemore specific results are outlined next.

For the downward heat transfer in a miscible melting system Farhadieh and Baker /164, 165/ have derived correlations from experiments
with externally and internally heated pools. They identified four
different hydrodynamic flow regimes occurring in different ranges of
the density ratio g11 of the pool and the malten wall material,
namely a range of diffusive mixing and heat conduction for g~ close
to one, a range of transition to turbulent mixing and heat transfer
and regimes of moderately turbulent and highly turbulent mixing and
heat transfer for

S~

> 1.1. The proposed correlations are compiled

in table 7. Employing similar techniques like Farhadieh in his experiments, Eck /166/ confirms the existence of the different flow regimes, but finds downward heat fluxes generally smaller by a factor
of one third. Eck gives a critical assessment of these and other
deficiencies in the measured heat flux, obtained from miscible
melting systems consisting of simulant materials.

A correlation for the sideward melting rate has been derived by
Chen and Baker /167/. They claim that the predictions of their
model are within a few percent of the experimental melting rates
given in reference /168/. No confirmation of these results is
available from other research groups.
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Nomenclature:
latent heat of melt
ms = hm + ~c.. c ps ßT
difference between bulk temperature and wall
temperature difference across the melt layer
hm vm melting heat flux
melting rate
ßT

Indices:
m
1

s
g

Table 7.2

H1

melt
liquid (pool)
solid (wa 11)
gas

Nomenclature of Table 7.1
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The situation is similar for immiscible melting systems with liquid
components only. Taghavi-Tafreshi et al. /169/ as well as Farhadieh
et al. /170a/and Schramm /171/ find

fro~

their experiments and theo-

retical considerations that the downward heat flux depends strongly
on the density ratio of pool and malten wall material and on the
surface tension. Differences exist in the functional dependence of
their heat transfer correlations. These are, however, less pronounced
than in the previous case. No experimentally confirmed general
transfer correlations for the heat flux at vertical melting walls in
such an immiscible system is known. Preliminary results for predicting the sideward heat flux have been obtained by Beyer and
Alsmeyer /172/. These results show, that the natural convection
heat transfer can be strongly enhanced by the gravity induced flow
of the melt film along the sidewalls.

Felde et al. /160/ have extended the investigations concerning
case a) and case b) to volumetrically heated pools penetrating
into miscible gas releasing substrates (case c)). In their experiments, they observe that initially the pool depth increased at a
faster rate then its width. This trend was reversed later during
their experiments. The turn-araund time depended on the power
density, the density ratio and the gas release rate, which changed
du e

to d iss o1 ut i o n.

Farhadieh /173a/ reports that, even at very low gas release rates,
an enhanced downward heat transfer is observed due to gas agitated
convective mixing near the wall. However, it is yet unclear, to what
extent and in which range buoyancy effects due to density differences
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of the liquid constituents and gas bubble driven agitation interact
and determine the wall heat flux and the melting rates.

An increased lateral progression of a gas agitated heated pool was
found also by Alsmeyer /161/ when he lowered the bulk temperature
of the pool in such a way that solid crusts formed at the lower pool
side, thereby inhibiting the perculating gas flow. In his experiments Alsmeyer employed parafin oil of high viscosity filled into a
cavity of dry ice of dimension height/width/depth as 40/40/30 (cm)
and heated at different power levels by a heater coil.

A comparatively clearer picture for the heat transfer on vertical
and horizontal boundaries emerges if the gas release rates of the
decomposing wall constituents are very high (superficial gas velocities larger than 1 cm s- 1 ). Such a situation is typically realized
during the high temperature phase of interaction of core melt and
concrete. As was pointed out in section 4.6.2, the melt front
propagation in downward and lateral direction is determined by heat
transfer correlations equivalent to those for film or nucleate
boiling and are therefore usually termed as gas film and discrete
bubble model /151, 173a/. These models have been confirmed in small
scale separate effect tests /171, 174-177/. A final assessment of
their applicability to long term core melt concrete interaction is
in progress /152/.
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4.8 Response of Special Barrier Materials to Hot Debris

If the reactor vessel fails during a core melt down accident, the
core debris and the coolant will be discharged into the lower reactor
cavern and interact with the concrete structure of the basemate or
with the liner material of an ex-vessel core catcher.

In order to prevent unexceptable consequences, the final barrier
for the core debris should combine the following desirable characteristics: a) The propagation of the debris has to be stopped or at
least effectively delayed. b) The average temperature of the debris
has to be reduced as fast as possible by melting the sacrificial
material and mixing with it. c) The release of fission products from
the core debris to the containment atmosphere by aerosol generation
has to be suppressed or at least be minimized. d) The generation of
combustible gases has to be avoided or minimized.

In general such requirements cannot be achieved simultaneously and
completely. Therefore compromises between costs of sophisticated
retention devices covering all the above characteristics and safety
improvements are aimed at.

From all the materials discussed and subjected to thermal and chemical
interaction /178-181/,the following specimens seem to combine in
particular the aspect of low costs and gain in retention capability:
a) the different kinds of concrete as used for basemate construction
i.e. lime stone, basaltic, magnetite concrete,
b) refractory materials as magnesia (MgO), alumina (Al 20 3 ), zirconia
(Zr0 2 ), graphite, fire brick, sodium borates,
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c) materials of high melting points, Uranium oxide uo 2 , Thorium
oxide (Th0 2 ).
Next, the particular interaction characteristics of some of the
listed materials with a core melt or the coolant sodium are briefly
described. A more systematic treatment of this topic has been
given by Peckover /21/.

The decomposition of concrete under thermal attack of hot core
debris or hot sodium is complex due to the great number of its
constituents and different chemical compounds

/182/~

Powers et al.

/182/ have demonstrated experimentally that the destruction of
concret

by spallation and cracking due to thermal stresses is

insignificant compared to the effect of thermal decomposition.
In a simplified model, it is assumed that the thermal decomposition
occurs at well defined temperature levels. The reaction zones are
found within the heated concrete wall according to the position
of the particular isotherms. The relevant reactions are endetherrnie
except the formation of wollastonite (CaSi0 3 ), which is exothermic.
The characteristic reactions of the thermal decomposition are given
in table 8 /151, 182/. The decomposition results essentially in a)
the production of water vapor by evaporation of the free water content and by dehydration of chemically bound water (25-500 °C), b) the
production of carbon dioxide

(co 2 )

by decarboxilation of lime stone

(500 - 1000 °C) and c) in generating a permeable layer of calcium
oxide and silicaceous compounds. The melting point of the latter
compounds is in the range 1100 - 1400 °C and the enthalpy of melting
is approximately 400 J/g /182/. The molten compounds are completely
dissolved in the oxidic phase of the core melt. The gaseaus products
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Decomposition
Temperature
K

1573

Decomposition Reaction

Sio

25 - l ? Si0 21
CaO + Si0 2 --caSi0 3

35 --. CaSi0 31
Caco 3 ----~> CaO + co
29
CaSi0

1167
796
400

Ca(OH) 2 -+cao + H2o
9
H20f .- H2o
9

Heat of Decomposition
kJ/mo 1e

-8.53
+88.5
-46.5
-165.5
-99.5
-39.4

Table 8 : Characteristics for the thermal decomposition of concrete /151, 182/ ·
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water vapor and carbon dioxide which result as large volumes (5x1o 2 3
10 times the volume of the decomposed concrete) percolate through
the core melt and are partially reduced by the metallic phase to
hydrogen and carbon monoxide. The erosion rate of concrete is
predominantly determined by the heat flux from the melt to the
surface of the concrete. For quasisteady state conditions a practically
linear dependence between the two quantities is reported /184/.
The penetration rate of metallic melts into concrete are generally
higher than those of oxidic melts as has been demonstrated by
experiments, see e.g. reference /186/. This means that the heat
transfer from the pool bulk to the concrete surface is largely influenced by the Prandtl number of the molten pool. The thermal
decomposition as well as the reduction and erosion processes are
modelled in several codes, in particular in the LWR related codes
for core melt concrete interaction, the codes CORCON /173a/ and

WECHSL /151/.

Sodium-concrete reactions can be a major source term for energy,
hydrogen and aerosols. The occurring chemical reactions may be subdivided in two groups: 1) The sodium reacts with the water vapor
and the carbon dioxide, released from the concrete after thermal
decomposition. 2) Sodium and its oxides react with the dehydrated
calcareous and silicacious decomposition products of the concrete.
The latter chemical reactions can be very complicated depending
on the composition of aggregates in the particular concrete. A
detailed experimental study of the chemistry of the sodium-concrete
reaction can be found in reference /190/. In particular it was found
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that the heat of reactions of aggregate materials varies in a wide
range from 200 Jg- 1 to 2200 Jg- 1 • The prototypical reactions,
contributing mostly to the heat generation, are listed in table 9.

Integral sodium-concrete reaction tests of intermediate scale
(concrete surface are 0.09 m2 ) /l91a, 19lb/ and of large scale
(horizontal concrete surface area 0.66-1.45 m2 ) /192/ have resulted
in different gross behavior of the reacting components. In the
intermediate scale tests, the interaction seems to be selflimiting
since after some time a layer of inert reaction products seperates
the sodium pool from the concrete wall, or at least inhibits strongly
penetration of chemically active compounds. In the large scale test,
the tendency seems to be inverse. Here a relatively mild initial
reaction is succeeded by vigoraus chemical reaction which continues
until all the sodium is consumed. No obvious explanation for this
phenomenological discrepancy is currently available. Nevertheless
efforts are being made to model the interaction process by computer
codes

/193~

194, 195/.

Magnesiumoxide in the form of commercially available bricks (e.g.
Harklase

98% MgO) is considered a favored sacrificial liner

material for external core catchers. It has been demonstrated by
out-of-pile experiments /180/ that MgO (melting point

2800 °C)

and uo 2 (melting point 2850 °) are miscible in the liquid state and
form liquid solutions with an eutectic composition (50 mol % MgO in
U0 2 ). The range of the eutectic melting temperature was found from
1800 to 2300 °C. Magnesia is dissolved smoothly into the molten
U0 2 in this temperature range. No cracki ng of the magnesi a was
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References

Chemical Reactions during Sodium Concrete Contact

2Na + H20
/195/

+ [NaH

~ Na

+

i H2 ] .

4Na + H2o --v Na 2o +@NaH ~ 2Na + H2 ]
. 4Na + co 2 - 2Na 2o + C
r
: •
1.
1
'1
_1
1
i·
NaOH + -zcaco 3 --. Na co +; 2 ca(OH)
caO+ 2 H2 ,
2 2 3 2 2
_j

4Na +
/195/

-----~>NaOH

3

2 3 + 3Ca0 + c

Heat of Reaction
kJ/mole H2o
+154
+163
+8,37

3Caco ~2Na co

+171

: 4Na + 3Si0 2 -·-t> 2Na s;o 3 + Si
2

+133

Table 9: Typical reactions of sodium and sodium compounds during sodium
concrete interaction.
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observed, but uo2 diffused into the solid magnesia ahead of the
melting front. Malten stainless steel poured into a magnesia crucible at temperatures of 1500 - 1600

°e

produced no gas and, if any.

very low erosion rates /178, 181/. Reported results concerning gas
generation at higher temperatures, typically above 2500

°e,

are

controversy. Varela /113/ claims evidence of distinct gas generation
in his furnace tests and in the SANDIA MP-5S /111/ whereas Stein et
al. /180b/ found no evidence of that. Magnesia exposed to sodium at
850 °C showed no apparent interaction /196/ even if the silica
content was near 4 %.
Alumina in pure form as Al 2o3 or as commerical refractory brick is
also readily available. Pure alumina and uo 2 form an eutectic
reaction at about 1950

°e,

but mixing between the eutectic and pure

Uo 2 seems to be poor. However, alumina in the form of a silica
containing refractory material appears to dissolve and distribute
the uo 2 throughout the melt /178, 185/. In medium scale tests the
interaction of high alumina cement and stainless steel melt (208 kg)
was investigated. During the 1000 sec test no erosion of the cement
either by spallation nor by melting was observed. However, gases
were generated during the interaction process at a moderate rate.
The gas released from the top of the melt consisted mostly of
hydrogen. This may be due to the thermal decomposition of the
alumina cement which contained up to 2.3% of water and the reduction of the water vapor by the metallic melt /178/. Alumina
cement may be assessed as an attractive linermaterial if its water
content can be further reduced. The reaction of alumina in contact
with sodium at 850

°e

depends on the amount of admixtures: 10 %

sil ica gives some interaction, 10 % cromium oxide results in significant interation /196/.
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Graphite is being considered as a lower reactor shield in gas-cooled
fast reactors, and besides has been proposed at a time as a costeffective alternative liner for the core catcher of the German
SNR-300. Testing the compatibility between uo 2 and graphite at
temperatures between 1600 °C and 2400 °c, Peehs et al. /187/ showed
that uo 2 is completely converted to Uranium carbide and gaseaus
carbon monoxide at 2400 °C. The conversion rates were high. In
particular the reaction temperature was lowered to 2000

°C

when a

mixture of uo 2 and stainless steel (SNR corium) was used in the
test. Similar but more detailed and more comprehensive results were
given by Fink et al. /188/. They conclude that the presence of
material in which graphite is soluble could cause CO to be generated
at an unacceptable rate. Therefore, due to this relatively high
production rate of combustible CO gas, graphitefalls back in the
ranking list of cost effective sacrificial liner materials. Graphite
has proved to be inert in contact with liquid sodium /196/.

Sodium borates e.g. Borax (Na 2o x 2B 2 o3 ) and sodium metabcrate
Na 2o x B2 0 3 ) have.been repeatedly proposedas sacrificial materials
for the external core catcher of fast breeder reactors by M. Dalle
Donne et al. /189 and literature in this reference/. Both materials
dissolve uo 2 and Puo 2 and the oxidic fission products. As the main
;·
advantage the low melting point of these materials is put forward
(borax 740 °C, metaborate 966 °C). Indeed interaction tests of
malten stainless steel and a sacrificial borax bed have shown that
borax quenches rapidly high temperature melts. The quenched melts
erode the borax slowly and nearly uniformly in horizontal and
downward direction /182/. Besides for the Fast Breeder case the
borine compound may serve as a neutron absorber and may exclude
recriticalities
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by dissolution of uo 2 and Puo 2 • With respect to the material properties (density, viscosity of the malten material, coefficient of
thermal expansion) borax and sodium metaborate are well analysed
/189/.

4.9 Mechanical Integrity of Structures under High Thermal Loads

There is agreement among designers that in-vessel retention devices
for core debris can be constructed even to cope with severest debris
configurations i.e. malten debris pools /27, 197/. Such designs
are likely to be very conservative since they have to be based on
the elastic or at most elasto-plastic behavior of the structure
materials and limit design rules have to be applied /198/. Moreover stress calculation and the calculations of the coolability
of the particular structure must be carefully tuned.

The problern becomes more sophisticated, if the potential of thermomechanical loading of structures is to be assessed, which are not
particularly designed for retention purposes and which themselves
c a r r y h i g h s t r uc t ur a 1 1oa ds • Thi s ty pe of a na 1y s i s ha s be e n pe rformed for the German Prototype SNR-300 for the PAHR phase following
a core disruptive accident /199/. The calculation based on an
elasto-plastic material behavior demonstrated that the internal
loaded structures of the reactor tank posses a high capability
for debris retention in the long term even under high thermal
loads (i .e. hot spots of 1200 °C and temperature gradients in the
steel structures of the order of 100 °C/cm). Nevertheless, it is
indicated that in the future for the analysis of structural loads
at high temperatures more realistic material models should be
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employed, which take into account the viscoelastic behavior.of the
structural material at high temperatures (which includes creep behavior) and multi-axial stress loads. Calculational methods and
constitutive equations for this have still to be developed and must
be experimentally confirmed.

4.10

Heat Transport from Hot Structures to Heat Sinks

Whether an accident can finally by terminated in vessel or not
depends strongly on the availability of sufficient heat sinks and
the availability of free flow paths from debris accumulations to
heat sinks. The latter is to be demonstrated as part of the accident
analysis and applies in particular for the heat removal from severly
damaged core structures. As far as the integrity of internal
structures of the reactor tank in particular the one of core catchers
is concerned sufficient cooling has to be proved locally. For low
flow velocities as they occur under conditions of natural circulation flow in a reactor tank a uniform distribution of the coolant
flow may not be warranted due to thermal stratification and due to
the specific positions of the heat sinks. This may result in dangeraus hot spots and local failure of the in-vessel structures.

For in-vessel core catchers as presently under construction or
design (see section 3), specific investigations on the local heat
transfer have been carried out. These investigations are mainly
concerned with the heat transfer from downward facing horizontal
plates or inclined walls /200-202/. Good agreementwas found between
experimental and theoretical results for the special case of heat
transfer from a horizontal downward facing plate by natural convection. This is demonstrated in figure 14.
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Fig. 14 Local Nusselt number for the heat transfer from a downward
facing horizontal plate with uniform heat flux.
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Up to date, the heat transport within the primary circuit and the
reactor tank by mixed flow or by mere natural convection was mostly
treated by lumped parameter single loop models. Aquivalent codes are
readily available /12, 203, 204/. These computer programs have been
repeatedly tested by experimental data from out of pile mock up test
facilities and from in pile low power and low flow tests.

Although these codes are useful to study the overall systems behavior
i.g. average coolant temperatures under transient operation conditions they may fail completely if the temperatures of specific
components in the tank are to be assessed or even predicted. These
facts were put forward recently for pool type reactors by Webster
/205/ who pointed out the difficulties in simulating certain features

of the natural circulation tests at the British PFR. He proposed to
use multi-loop models for simulating recirculating flows in subdomains of the reactor tank, in particular between the inner and
outer pools and between the inner pool and the core. Such a procedure can improve the prediction of lumped parameter models for
temperature and flow distributions in subdomains. Its further
development and application deserves special attention and should be
persued rigorously in the future since this calculational method is
faster than any two or even three-dimensional calculation for the
flow and temperature field.

However, u1timately two- and three-dimensional models must be made
available in order to analyze and study local flow phenomena in
the reactor primary system, for instance, if due to accident conditions the primary reactor system is submitted to a skewed thermal
hydraulic operation (e.g. loss of some of the provided heat sinks}.
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The COMMIX code presently under development at ANL /206/ is considered to serve as such an analytical tool for in vessel local flow
behaviour. More specific experimental programs are needed, however,
for the verification of this computer program in order to obtain
reliable predictions even under the more complex accident conditions.

5.

Summary and Conclusions

The investigations of Post Accident Debris Cooling can be considered
as well advanced. Relevantproblems concerning the integrity of
safety barriers in the late phase of core melt down accidents have
been identified. The key physical phenomena occurring when hot
debris interacts with the reactor coolant and the structural material are understood. However, regarding the quantitative description of the interaction processes in specific reactor systems some
uncertainties still exist. In order to further substantiate the
present assessments of accident consequences and risks to the public
from the extremely low probability core melt down event further
research activities in the PAHR field should concentrate on the
foll owi ng i tems.

- The present analysis of the initial debris distribution, debris
pile configuration and bed characteristics within the reactor
vessel is to be substantiated. In particular the fragmentation
efficiency of a jet of hot core melt released from the bottom of
the fuel assernblies into the sodium pool of the lower plenum
(LMFBR specific) should be quantified, since the debris retention
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capability of the in-vessel structures can be initially destroyed
by jet impingement or pressure loads due to energetic FCI.
- The safety margins of the post dryout behaviour of particle Deds
of core debris should be explored in more detail.
- The long term availability and proper location of heat sinks for
active or passive decay heat removal from debris accumulations
should be investigated. Moreover it must be shown that sufficiently free flow paths exist from the structures where debris can
be deposited to the available heat sinks.
- The problern of creep fatique and creep rupture and its relevance
for long term integrity of structures under high thermal loads
needs further evaluation.

Researchprogress in these areas will contribute to an improved
assessment of the inherent debris retention capability of reactor
structures and may promote much simpler designs of core catchers
in the future, if such devices are required at all in future
commercial reactors.
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Appendix:

Symb.

Property
Density

uo 2

Dimensions

I 1Q3 kg/m3

p

Stainless Steel
2)

References

References

1)

/A5/

8.66

! 6.93

5.82

/A5j

/A6/

17.8

19.4

/A5/

/A2/

t

Heat Conductivity
Specific Heat

'

Viscosity
Surface Tension

I

2.9

W/mK

A

cp

. 10 3 Ws/ kgK

/A5/

0.78

10- 3 kg/sm

4.3

5.7

/A5/

/A8/

6.42

8.89

/A5j

/A10/

C5

N/m

0.45

0. 522 I A5/

/A6/

1.50

1.57

/A5/

/A6/

TM

Boiling Point

TBP

K

Heat of Fusion

L1HM

1Q 6 Ws/kg

Heat of Vaporization

L1Hv

10 6 Ws/kg

I

/A5/

0.50

1

/A7/

/A14/

]1

Melting Point

Volumetrie Expansion

1.7

·K

ß

lQ-4

K-1

3138

/A5/

1700

/A5/

3520 3 )

/A5/

3080

/A5/ .

0.283
2.00 3 )

/A5/

0.268

/A5/

/A5/

7.412

/A5/

1.05

/A5/

0.903

/A5/

Table 10 Thermophysical Properties of Core Melt Phases in the Liquid State

1) Stainless steel Nr. 304
2) Stainless steel Nr. 1.4970
3) Mixed oxide fuel uo 2-Pu0 2

CO

-.j
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1

SNR-300 core-catcher.

Fig. 2

The internal core-catcher in Super Phenix.

Fig. 3

In-vessel core-catcher in CDFR.

Fig. 4

In-vessel natural circulation flow in SNR-300 under
PAHR conditions.

Fig. 5

Particle-bed core retention device.

Fig. 6

Particle size distribution obtained from fuel coolant
interaction experiments.

Fig. 7

Void fraction in a stratified particle bed.

Fig. 8

Distribution of heat sources during a LWR-core-melt-down
accident.

Fig. 9

Overall Nusselt number versus internal Rayleigh number for
single phase natural convection in saturated particle layers.

Fig. 10 Dryout heat flux as a function of particle diameter.
Fig. 11 Dryout heat flux versus ·bed height for in-pile and out-ofpile experiments with uo 2-particles and sodium as a coolant.
Particle size: range 0.1-1 mm.
Fig. 12 Schematic drawing of the MP-5S bed of the Sandia in-pile
experiment /114/.
Fig. 13 Evolution of a particle debris pile, schematically after
Kayser and Le Rigoleur /115/.
Fig. 14 Local Nusselt number for the heat transfer from a downward
facing horizontal plate with uniform heat flux.
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Table 1
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